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SolutionsForYou, Inc.

Certified Professional Organizer
Author and Speaker

When human beings experience trauma or have mental health or
neurological challenges, it is not uncommon for their life to unravel and their
environment becomes disorganized. Anne’s great passion is bringing organizing
and productivity solutions that work for an individual’s organizing challenges
through hands-on work or coaching. She helps her clients, who include adults
and families, find organizing solutions and systems that support their way of
thinking and processing, and create a functional environment where they can
thrive.
The approach Anne takes working with clients is to reduce the anxiety
and overwhelm caused by their disorganized environment, build a trustworthy
relationship, and to have fun in the process.
When not working with clients, Anne enjoys speaking on the subject of
organizing to a variety of individuals and organizations.

Anne’s Speaking Style
Anne’s passion for wanting her clients to live their lives on purpose and
not consumed by the chaos clutter brings to their space and thoughts comes
through clearly in her speaking on the subject of organization. Her delivery is
professional, sprinkled with bits of humor, story-telling, and encouragement that
her audiences declare “engaging.”
Anne’s Most Popular and Requested Presentation
Win at Organizing – The secret to getting organized and staying organized.
You will learn:
§ What “organized” means
§ Why disorganization happens
§ Costs of disorganization
§ Where to start organizing
§ When and how to get your tasks done
§ How to maintain organization with seven simple organizing principles
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Other Popular Topics
ART of Paper Management
Countdown for an Organized Move
7 Ways to Maximize a Smaller Footprint with Space Saving Ideas
Reclaim Your Time
The Organized Family

What Anne’s Audience is Saying
“Anne’s Keynote speech was very inspirational
to all of the Japanese organizers. I was
impressed by her extensive knowledge and
experience in the field of Professional Organizing
and her ability to engage Japanese audience. I
highly recommend any organization to hire Anne
as a speaker.”
Mayumi Takahara
President & Founder
Japan Association of Life Organizers
“Anne did a terrific job combining information
about her organizing process with practical
suggestions for products. You addressed the
audience questions with ease, including those
questions off topic. Thank you, Anne, for giving
our customers a clear organizing process and
experienced information about our products!”
Leslie Sampson
Vice President, Storables
“This was a wonderful opportunity for our
customers to learn from an expert how to get rid
of their clutter and bring organization to their
lives. Anne’s teaching was clear and engaging
and very organized! She shared many great tips
on how to tackle big. People loved it, and we had
great turnouts. We’ve had many requests to
bring Anne back and look forward to having her
teach at our stores again.”
Amanda Nelson
New Seasons Market Wellness Coordinator
Anne’s Speaking Resume
Children and Adults with Attention Deficit Disorder
Association of Declutters and Professional Organisers, UK
Edward Jones
Executive Women International Portland Chapter
Full House MOMs and Dads
Garden Home Recreation Center
Institute for Challenging Disorganization
Japanese Association of Life Organizers
Mittleman Jewish Community Center
MOMs Club Canby
MOMs Club Cedar Hills
MOMS Club of Sherwood East
MOMs Club West Hills
Multnomah County Libraries
MoneyWi$eWomen Forum
National Association of Productivity & Organizing
Professionals
National Charity League Lake Oswego Chapter
New Seasons Markets
PacifiCorp
Storables
Thomson Reuters
Westside Businesswomen’s Group
Women’s Healthcare Associates

TO BOOK ANNE FOR YOUR EVENT:
Call 503-706-3502
anne@SolutionsForYou.com
www.SolutionsForYou.com

